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Spectral Purity describes the degree of degradation from a perfect impulse in the frequency
domain:

SPECTRAL PURITY DEFINITIONS
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We will focus primarily on phase noise (PM)
components. .r (fm ) describes the ratio of SSB
power in a 1 Hz B.W. due to phase noise, offset
fm Hz, from the carrier, to the total signal power.
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4
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Ref. 2, 14, 15
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-This is a typical phase noise measurement. This
oscillator uses a 832.5 MHz surface acoustic
wave resonator as the resonator. How good is
this performance? Could it be better? What are
the limits to the noise performance of this oscillator? What are the significant contributors to its
noise?

IIF~i.

The previous phase noise plot was measured on
Hewlett-Packard's 3047 phase noise measurement system. This system has the capability of
measuring noise as low as --170 dEc. It covers
the frequency range 10 MHz to 18 GHz .
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Key parameters that will be important in our
discussion of phase noise in oscillators include
noise iteself as evidenced by the noise figure of
the active devices and circuits used in the oscillator, l/f noise of active devices and resonators,
AM-FM conversion of noise, upconversion of
bias noise, and unflat gain.

SPECTRAL PURITY
KEY PARAMETERS
• NOISE: NFl thermal, lIf, RM-FM,

Signal levels in the circuit are important. Higher
signal levels lead to higher signal to noise ratios
and thus better phase noise.

bias upconversion, unflat 9ain,
unilat gain compression
• SIGNRL LEVEL: PR/S

We will see that loaded resonator Q will determine phase noise close to the carrier and that
increasing loaded Q will improve phase noise
close to the carrier.

• LffiDED QL

965
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We can model an oscillator in the classical feedback form with an amplifier with gain G and
feedback {3 which includes the resonator. For ososcillation a't f = fo• two conditions must be
satisfied:
1. Loop gain is greater than one at fo'
I G{31

Simplified o~cillator- circuit
in cla~~ical feedback for-m

1 at f

= fo

2. Phase shift around the loop = 0

Pav~

NOISE

>

1

LG{3

=

0 at f

= fo

In the interest of preventing spurious oscillations at undesired frequencies, two other conditions should be met:
I G{31

<

1 at f ~ f o

and

r node <
966

1 for all nodes at f

~

fo

where r is the reflection coefficient looking into
any node. (Meeting this condition at the collector and base nodes is usually sufficient.)
Signal to noise ratio at the input to the amplifier is P.v,lFkT where Pays is the power available at the input of the amplifier and F is the
noise figure of the amplifier.

6
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SPECTfiAL PUR1TY
KEY RELATIONSHIPS
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We assume that the signal to noise ratio at the
input Pav.!FkT causes both amplitude and phase
noise in equal amounts. For frequencies far
from resonance, fo' where loop gain «1, phase
noise relative to the carrier will be

when the loop is closed loop peaking increases
phase noise. A first order approximation of
phase noise is then
L(f )

1
FkT
f=---m
2
Pays

2

(1

Pays

fm 2QL

)2]

where
L(fm ) = the ratio of SSB noise power due to
PM in a 1 Hz bandwidth (centered fm Hz off
the carrier) to total signal power;

Thus

F = the noise factor of the active device;

where
SNR i
for fm

1

FkT
fo
=- -[ 1 + - -

m

»

= 10

log

k = Boltzmann's constant; = 1.38 X 10- 23 W-s

Pays )
( FkT

= Temperature (in oK :::::: 300 e K)
P avs = the power available from the source,
T

loop bandwidth.

resonator, in watts

Close to the carrier, loop gain peaking will
cause amplification of this noise. Let's first understand loaded resonator Q:
Q = _f_
o _a_L_(G_{j_)
L

af

2

I

fo = oscillation or carrier frequency
fm = offset frequency
or

f= fo

et(f )

where

m

aL(G{j)

af

=

Loaded Q determines the open loop bandwidth
of the feedback loop used to represent the oscillator. Inside the bandwidth,
2QL

[1

log -

2

(1

o
FkT
-[ 1 + - -fPays
fm 2QL

)2]]

or

loop gain phase slope.

_f_
o _,

= -10

et(fm) = -3 dB - SNR j + 10 log [1 +

(f~ 2~L

)2]

If we express Pays in dBm. and knowing that

thermal noise in a 1 Hz bandwidth
then

= -174

dBm,

et(fm ) = -Pays (dBm) + NF (dB) - 177 dBc/Hz +
peaking term (dB).
7
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- This slide presents the previous results in
graphical form. For large offsets
O~C!LLATOR

PHASE NOISE

( fm

»

2~L ),

the phase noise floor =
FkT
-2p - = -SNR.I -

: < 3 - 6<:lBlOCTRVE
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f
m

FkT

PHASE NOSE FLOOR=L(fm>2QL)~-SNR(3dB=lOloe 2P

2QL

avs

which is the bandwidth of the open loop circuit
of our oscillator model. noise rises 6 dB/octave.
968
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Let's look at an example. If we assume a power
level of +10 dBm and NF = 5 dB then the phase
noise floor

= -177 dBc/Hz + NF (dB) - Pays (dB)
= -177 + 5 - 10 = -182 dBc/Hz
f
m

f0 _
» __
2QL

For phase noise close to the carrier, the equation for shows

PHF1SE NOISE NERR CRRRIER

[<f m)

F.o= 1000 MHz

,
,

m

1
2

)~-

~kT
avs

(+- +-)2
QL

m

Thus

,

,-;>' \

·H12

L(f

QL =500

.... _ _.'-

_

To minimize phase noise we must maximize
signal to noise ratio and loaded Q. Also notice
that low phase noise is easier to achieve at low
carrier frequencies.

dBcfHz

lMHz

10MHz

l

F kT [1+(
t.(i m)=10Io9 2
!9 / 1
p avsL
m 2QL

In the example fo = 1000 MHz, Pays = +10 dBm,
NF = 5 dB, and QL = 50.
969

What is .t(100 kHz)?
~

phase noise floor + peaking

~

-182 dBc/Hz

~

+

20 log

(_f_Q
2fm

o _)
L

-142 dBc.

If Q L = 500, this improves 20 dB to
-162 dBc/Hz.
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Starting with a specific close-in phase noise requirement, L(fm)reqUired' then QL can be determined from

ESTRBLISH OBJECTIVES
••• QL required >

"\ / FkT

Fa
V ._-- ------"'-----zp AVS

zfmyL(fm),.qUired

Having QL' a resonator may be selected using a
rule of thumb that Qu ~ Z to 5 times QL'

970

The power level, Pays' is typically set by limitations in the resonator (higher power means
greater AM-FM, and potential spurious responses, aging, etc.) or by NF or power handling
limitations in the active device
Phase Noise Floor =

L(f

m»

2~J

FkT

Pavs ~
L ( f

m

»...!"L)
'ZQL

This relationship may also give a NF
requirement

P AVS L ( fm»
F~
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kT

zft)

FkT
~-

P AVS

While the calculations presented so far are useful, we have ignored the issue of spectral purity
degradation due to l/f noise.

MERSURE iff NOISE

972

A spectrum analyzer (or model HP 3047 phasenoise measurement system) can be used to measure the l/f noise of a resonator or amplifier in
a veo circuit. If two identical resonators and/
or amplifiers are used, the group delay difference between the components must be held
small in order to prevent the decorrelation of
source noise. If identical and independent noise
is assumed from each of the two resonators or
amplifiers (uncorrelated), then 3 dB must be subtracted from the l/f noise measured or threepoint interpolation (see ref. 3) may be applied.
Note, l/f noise is a multiplicative process,
hence the measurement is not typically level
dependent; it would still be good to make the
measurement at typical operating power, and
verify at several different power levels.
Ref. 3.

This is an example of l/f noise measurement
using the technique in the previous slide. These
data are indicative of typical l/f noise seen in
SAW resonators; we've seen 5 Lo 10 dB beLter
and 20 to 30 dB worse.
D. Halford has suggested a "rule of thumb"
phase noise intercept of -115 dBc/Hz at a 1 Hz
offset. See ref. 16.
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It is possible to predict the phase-noise performance of the oscillator circuit (closed loop) by
adding the white phase-noise component, FkT /
2Pavo ' to the l/f component. L(fm)I/P and then
modifying both of these _by the oscillator closedloop gain peaking. [1 + (folfm2QL)2]. The total oscillator phase noise is

.£ (fm) =

The components of l/f and white phase noise
of the amplifier-resonator combination are artificially separated. However. if we measure the
total phase noise• .£ (fm)QL' of the series
amplifier-resonator open loop (with the correct
terminating impedance and power levels), it's
possible to predict the oscillator phase noise
directly:

COMPUTE

OSCILLATOR iff NOISE

"

"",,~t..<'m)osc
'~~

t.<f m)

,
6 dB/octave
t..<'m)l/I
).
...
3 dB/octave
t..<'m)l/I'
t..<lH~;:"'-_ 'l dB/octave, I
I

1Hz

-..........~

"'" -

l o /2Q L

10 log [1 + ( fm~OQL ) 2]

.£ (fm) =
FkT

10 log [1 + ( 2f:OQL ) 2] L(fm)OL

2P RvS

-----'l..
~
....
log f
m
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This phase-noise prediction can be shown more
easily with a graphical approach. First. plot the
phase noise due to white noise components.
Then. draw .r (fm)l/f on the same graph. Next.
draw a -9 dB octave line that intersects .r (fm)1jf
at fm= fo/2QL' The intersection of this line with
the locus of

(1

o )2]
FkT
.£ (f ) = 10 log -[ 1 + - - fm

2P avo

fm 2QL

is fe • the 1/[3 noise-corner frequency. The 9 dBI
octave line then serves as the predicted value of

.£ (fm <

fel·

Ref. 41
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t,

If 1/f phase noise modulation is in the resonator
or active device. then an increase in QL will improve the phase-noise performance in the 1/f
region. This occurs because the loop peaking effect operates on 1/f noise as well as white noise
as can be seen from the previous equations.

n.)! ;/DUE TO TRANSISTOR

-

llf NOISE

ic

974

Ilf NOISE OF FM:QL1S INEFFECTURL

14

However, if the 1/f noise mechanism is frequency modulating the resonator center frequency. then no improvement of QL will lower
phase noise in the 1/f region. If a noise source
is phase modulating the oscillator. then changing
the phase slope of the resonator-or changing
the Q-will affect the depth of modulation.

975
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In many veos, the spectral purity is dominated
by AM-to-FM conversion mechanisms, rather
than the SNR i and QL' One method to predict
the AM-to-FM conversion in a diode-tuned VCO
is by studying the frequency-versus-tuningvoltage characteristic. A change in the rf voltage
amplitude on the resonator can affect the average bias on the varactor. A 10-percent- change in
resonator rf voltage corresponds to 10-percent
AM on the carrier. To measure the effects of
changing carrier level, one can increase or decrease the rf voltage on the resonator by changing the bias current in t.he active device. Measure the carrier frequency at 90-percent
resonator voltage and compare this with the average carrier frequency at 110-percent resonator
voltage. The peak-to-peak frequency shift due to
10-percent AM can then be estimated:
~--:-~ _

fo(90%) =

fo(+peak) - fo(-peak)
2

PREDICT
RM-FM CONVERSION
Mpk(lO% AM)

Hz pk/% AM

10%

This equation provides a solution in frequency
modulation/percent AM. The percent AM, A,
should be no less than the collector bias current
shot noise fluctuations divided by collector bias
X 100 percent:

I~+----~

-fo(QO%)

t-----~

Vatac10t voltage

A% AM =

y'2V2ql
I
C X 100% = 200yq/lc%
C

976

where
yl2ciic = the full collector shot noise,
and
q= the charge of an electron = 1.6
Coulomb

X

10- 19

Now we can predict the closed loop phase noise
contribution due to AM-FM:

or (fm)AM

= 20 log [

A K (AM/FM) ]
v 2 f
m

or total phase noise:

or (f

m)

FkT
. [ --zp+
avs

Ref. 28, 29
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o
= 10 log {[1 + ( 2f: QL ) Z] .

L(fm )l/f

]

+

[A KJAM/FM)]
2f

Z}

m
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There are several methods for measuring the
AM-to-FM conversion coefficient (KyAM_FM)' In
one case, the resonator must be set up at the
appropriate power level with the correct amount
of coupling/loading, and connected to a network
analyzer. By shifting the power level :·10 percent, and monitoring the center-frequency shift.

MEASURE
RM~FM COt~VERSION
+V ec

.---....----...,
Specttum Ot Modulation
Analyzet

:E--V;~.

aJ

K (AM/FM) =
y

M k(10% AM)
p
o/<
Hz pk/%AM
10 0

Another method of measuring AM-to-FM conversion is to adjust the transistor bias current
10%, monitor ~f, and use
i ml= 1 kHz

-Vee

Ky(AM/FM)
977

~f

k(10% AM)
p
o/<
Hz pk/%AM
10 0

=

Typically, a transistor is collector-current cutofflimiting, so a 10-percent increase in the collector bias current will cause a 10-percent increase
in the resonator voltage. The latter approach
may cause a change in the active device's phase
angle, but this is acceptable, since it's desirable
to characterize the sum of all effects contributing to AM-to-FM conversion.

The AM-to-FM conversion can also be tested
dynamically. This technique involves injecting a
small, low frequency (fi ) current into the
transistor's emitter. Adjust ( until the sidebands
around the carrier roll off 6 dB for each octave
increase in fl (which indicates FM):
injected current peak)
p
=(
..
x 100%
%AM
emItter bIas current

.r (fi ) =

measured SSB-to-carrier ratio of the injected FM sidebands. From the narrowband FM
approximation we have:

MERSURE
RM-FM CONVERSION

.

i

[<1 kHz)

1

pm

1 GHz
16

~ (fl) = 20 log (
~

1 kHz

f.

lpk

= (2f.)I

~f.
k
2~

)

10.t(fll/20

4--

~

flpk = peak frequency deviation
indicated by these sidebands

M. k
.' .KJAM/FM) = ~ in Hz peak/%AM
%AM

f
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One can also measure this FM modulation directly using an 8901 modulation analyzer.
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"Many oscillators can be reduced to a Colpitts
configuration." The basic layout is an oscillator
circuit without a ground terminal. By grounding
this circuit at any of its nodes. it can be transformed into any of the other configurations. The
pr:eferred topology is one that makes it possible
to visualize such things as loop gain. loop phase
angle. and stopband stability.

OSCILLATOR TOPOLOGIES

~L i~: 51t

v

V

-J

Seilet (common-coliecIOl")

L

Pierce (common-emitll!t)

Colpitis

(common~ase)

979

The common-emitter (Pierce) topology is ideal
for good out-of-band stability. It yields opencircuit stability at frequencies above about fT /3.
and can be kept stable at lower frequencies. Alternatively. the common-base (Colpitts) topology
typically has negative real-part impedance at its
emitter from about fT /5 to fmax ' depending on
the base-to-ground parasitic inductance. The
common-collector configuration. with capacitive
loading on its emitter. typically possesses a negative real-part impedance at its base over a significant range of frequencies. Instability is a potential problem whenever there is a negative
real part of the impedance at frequencies other
than the desired oscillation frequency. The result can be spurious oscillation. squegging. parametric effects. and sharply nonlinear tuning
characteristics. especially when a harmonic of
the desired frequency crosses through a region
of negative resistance.
Refs. 9. 10. 4. 5. 6

17
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Oscillator topologies can be designed as one-port
or two-port configurations. One-ports (negativeresistance oscillators) have good track records in
the gigahertz region. The two-port topology permits analysis and ease of visualization using
feedback theory; loop gain and phase slope may
be more easily derived (and measured) to predict loaded Q L and spectral purity.

1 OR 2 PORT ANALYSIS

:

One-pot1

c
-R •

Two-pOtt

980

BROAD BAND 1 PORT

This one-port configuration is widely used in
the gigahertz region with YIG-tuned oscillators
and veos; multi-octave tuning range is a key
advantage.

veo

Despite its good points, however. this configuration has its drawbacks. It does not allow easy
definition of loaded Q for the purpose of predicting phase noise, nor does it permit simple
modeling of loop gain. This topology is also susceptible to spurious modes, since the conditions
for the emitter relection coefficient, f e >l, leads
to potential instability over a broad range of frequencies. The phase noise for this kind of oscillator can be accurately predicted by a computer
method we will discuss shortly.
Refs. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 31, 32, 33
18
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2 JFETS . HIGHER Q L

982

The choices are many: bipolar junction transistors, JFETs, SiMOSFETs, GaAs FETs, Gunn/
IMPATT diodes, or miniature packaged amplifiers. In all cases, the selection criteria should
include low noise figure at the maximum operating junction temperature; low noise figure at
higher power in order to get the highest signalto-noise ratio (SNR) possible; and low noise figure at the source impedance presented to the
device. Certain warnings are also in order. Beware of large ripple occurring in small-signal S21
gain in the presence of a large signal at fo; this
indicates nonlinear compression. This is not a
parameter that the device manufacturer will
specify and must be measured on a network analyzer. Also, be wary of limitations in resonators, such as spurious content in YIG resonators
(~ +10 dBm) and aging in SAW and bulk crystal
resonators (:S50 J.LW is typical for most frequency
standards J.
Of the devices listed above, the bipolar junction
transistor is a natural for low-noise design due
to its well-characterized and repeatable parameters. The characteristics of the other devices
tend to be not quite so predictable. FETs, for
example, exhibit significant variations in
pinchoff voltage and performance with temperature. A good rule of thumb is to select fT at
least two to three times the operating frequency,
and to remember that the noise figure degrades
(in increases) as fo exceeds f/l'
Ref. 7

A ·JFET is a good choice for achieving low-noise
oscillator performance at fo:S UHF. This performance is most likely due to the high input realpart impedance, which allows tight coupliing
and little loading of the resonator (high QL)'
Concurrently, a good noise figure can be
achieved with a high source impedance because
the JFET input noise current (in) is so low:
r. (optimum NF)

=

eJi n

The end result is high SNR j or very good phasenoise characteristics.
It has been mentioned that phase noise may be
dominated by SNR j and QL (ignoring l/f noise
for the moment). Good SNR j and Q L depends on
the noise figure of the active device at the operating source impedance, on Pays' and on the
QL/Q U degradation due to active device and output loading. The JFET possesses operating characteristics that enable it to achieve high QL/Q U
and SNR j simultaneously.

In a two-port oscillator, there are three contributors to QL degradation: the input resistance of
the amplifier, the output resistance of the amplifier, and the load resistance. One way to improve QL/Q U and SNR j is to use two devices in
an oscillator circuit. This two-device circuit
lightly loads the resonator due to the high input
and output real parts of the JFET impedance.
The load is isolated from the resonator by QI'
thus removing the third contributor to Q L
degradation.
At low frequencies especially, take advantage of
excess device gain to keep impedances large by
using feedback. This will help to not load the
resonator Q.
19
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The purpose of an oscillator's coupling networks
are: to match the input/output impedance of the
active device to that of the resonator for optimum Pays' QL' and NF; to provide enough phase
shift to achieve O-deg. phase in the angle of the
loop-gain transfer function at fo' where hopefully
the loop gain is greater than 1.0 and near the
maximum phase slope; and to select the desired
operating frequency mode in a multimode oscillator. Some common forms of coupling networks
are presented in refs. 12, 9, 10, and 37.

COUPLING NETWORKS
Ne1wotk 2

5 22

-----11-- .·~>I...----..,

POtt 2 0
ZOUI-"~

Three coupling network design objectives can
also be stated mathematically as
I 5 21 1 loop

Ne1wotk 1

gain

> 0 dB

and
LS 21 I loop gain

for f

=

=

0°

fo only;

and
983

Irnodel <

for f

* fo and all nodes.

Ref. 12, 9, 10, 37, 38

20
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1.0

The S-parameter treatment is convenient for use
with network analysis. The measured
S-parameter data can be used in computer modeling and analysis, and for comparing measured
and predicted performance.

COUPLING NETWORKS
100 ohms

lOl

l02

~J

E

10 ohms

4-

Z." 50 ohm,

]ffi11m ~h;'
liN 10 ohms

lOUT

100 ohms

984

A coupling network can be tested with the
setup shown. In this slide, Zin is the reference
impedance for S22 at the output port. and Zout is
the reference impedance for SI1 at the input
port. The technique is exactly correct if
ZOI = Zout' Port 2 and Z02 = Zjn' Port I ' Other conditions
are that Z. be measured with Port 2 terminated
in Zin' while Zout be determined with Port 1 terminated in Zout' These conditions are not that
easy to achieve; still, if the loop is broken
where the impedances are reasonably well characterized (real), and ideal (computer-simulated)
transformers are employed to get different input
and output reference impedances, a model develops which provides fairly accurate loop gain/
phase data.

From the previous model we get
I loop gain I ,.. , S21 I

Lloop gain ,.. LS 21
The results may appear as those shown, where
Q L = (fo/2)(a¢/af) I ~_

O.

and
¢(f) = LS 21 (f)

QL

It's apparent from this example that oscillation,
point b, (LS 21 = 0 0 ) will not occur at the maximum phase slope, point c. Consequently, Q L and
the phase noise will be unnecessarily degraded.
There is, however, sufficient loop gain (2 dB at
point a) for oscillation.

a PHRSE SLOPE AT 0°
521L

5 dB

o

dB

1----+~i--4......._:t~

Adjustments to a coupling network make it possible to achieve maximum QL' that is, LS z1 = 0 0
at the maximum phase slope. Coupling to the
resonator can also be reduced (so that' S21 ' ""
+3 dB at LS 21 = 0 0 ) in order to increase QL' Recall that this action may have deleterious effects
on P AVS (the power available from the source in
dBm) and noise figure as functions of the source
impedance.

0 deStees

985
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CLOSED LOOP GRIN VERIFICRTION
r~J~li2J

n

r (1=0~

Another test (calculated or measured) for the effectiveness of a coupling network is to close the
loop and analyze the reflection coefficient (f) at
any node. This slide illustrates this concept.
Looking at the output of the· oscillator, the necessary condition for oscillation is
fo

>

1 I Lfo _ O.

fo

~

f I

where

I

Lro - O.

Ref. 20
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Once there is enough loop gain and the correct
phase angle in a design, it's time to consider
how to deliver power to the load. Power is typically taken from the resonator, but for the sake
of flexibility, it should also be possible to tap
signal power at any point in the oscillator loop.
Tapping power at V1 , Vz' or V. may provide a
high signal level to drive limiters and maintain
a good noise floor. Node V. may have reduced
harmonics content due to the lowpass filtering
effect of the inductor. Taking power from VJ
may provide a lower noise floor due to some filtering created by the stopband rejection of the
resonator crystal.
Another power-tapping technique is to reflect a
load resistance, r L , to a desired output node.
such that rL is much greater than the real-part
impedance seen looking back into that node at
fo' This can be done with matching networks or
transformers. As a consequence, the loop gain
(and QL) is reduced (less than 3 to 6 dB), and
the output power may not be significantly
reduced.

DELIVER THE POWER

Tapping power from the collector can provide
out-of-band stability by reducing the real-part
impedance as seen by the collector (commonemitter and common-base topologies). This creates heightened rejection of undesired modes.
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There are many techniques for matching to a
load. One method relies on series-to-parallel
transformations, ref. 37.
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_ _ _ _ Oscillator Computer Analysis
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A' computer helps to evaluate oscillator circuit
output-noise spectral density (phase noise) and
signal power in a closed loop format by using
linear, frequency-domain analysis techniques.
This approach is really just an extension of classical feedback control theory. An oscillator is a
feedback amplifier whose poles of closed-loop
gain transfer function have moved into the right
half-plane. Feedback amplifiers may be analyzed
'for noise and transfer function for any degree of
peaking as long as the poles remain in the left
half-plane (resulting in no oscillation). If an oscillator is analyzed with its loop gain adjusted
for poles very near the jw axis, the output noise
spectral density will be essentially the same as
if the poles were exactly on the jw axis (resulting in oscillation).

CLOSED LOOP
COMPUTER ANALYSIS
r----~.~......-

......

988

Since this method accurately predicts and uses
actual operating power levels, then P AVS does not
have to be known apriori. The computer easily
handles the changing NF as a function of rapidly changing source impedance near resonance
since we are using actual noise generators in
our modeling (not an assumed NF).
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PERKING DUE TO LIMITING
vo _ 1
Vi -1-Gf,
CD

989

These figures demonstrate in more detail the
process which allows linear-frequency-domain
computer analysis to predict closed loop phase
noise. If we focus on fo where LS 21 = 0° and just
modify 1S 211, then the closed loop gain becomes:
Y
O,

Y

(fo) =

I

1

1

1 - G{j

(fo) -

yO

• adjust the gain 1S 211 to model the limiting mechanism so that the closed-loop gain peaking is
greater than 40 dB.

00

I

goes to infinity. Note the shape of the closed
loop gain peaking at the +3 dB corner.
f

f
2Q L

• monitor the emitter current at resonance during the computer analysis and scale the
computer-analyzed value to the limiting current actually found or predicted in the circuit.

=_0_
m

'

changes very little whether the peak is 40 dB or
90 dB or 00. Yery little is gained by focusing on
very close in phase noise
(fm

«

2~L)

• scale all node voltages and branch currents by
this factor. This provides output voltage, resonator voltage, and any other branch current or
node voltages during oscillation.
• remove the current source and add all appropriate noise voltage and current sources.

because the shape will remain a constant 6 dB/
octave unless we are investigating the effects of
crossing high Q spurious modes.
Ref. 11

• choose a limiting mechanism (e.g.. collector
current) for modeling the oscillator. Typically,
adjust 1S 21 ' of the active device to model the
collector current cutoff limiting.
• inject a current source into any node.

and we see as 1S 211- 1.0 then

Y

A basic modeling procedure for predicting parameters like phase noise. POUT' or node voltages
and branch currents follows eight steps:

• plot the spectral density of the output noise.
• review the ratio of the output voltage to the
output noise (in a 1 Hz bandwidth) gives the
predicted SNR j • hence the phase noise:
.t(fm )
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=

-SNRo(fm )

-

3 dB (for PM only)

This transistor oscillator is biased for collectorcurrent cutoff-limiting (no saturation) operation.
Experience teaches us that when the transistor
goes into compression then 15 21 1decreases and

LS 21 remains approximately the same, As a result, the loop gain variation with levei can be
modeled through 15 211adjustments alone. A more
sophisticated model might use full-blown largesignal S-parameters and adjust S11' S12' S21' and
S22 accordingly (this has not been found necessary to achieve accuracies within 1 to 2 dB).

,.MPLITUDE LIMITING

990

The next step in this example is to adjust 15 21 1
until there is at least 40 dB peaking in output
due to Is' The exact amount of peaking is not
critical, so long as

en Z ,v4K Ttbb
in

Following this, monitor the emitter current and
scale peak value of I.(f) to the actual emitter
bias current, IE

~ ~2q1B

inc~~2qIC
With this completed, all node voltages and
branch current of interest can be predicted with
Vo = scale X Vo(fo)max = output voltage
991

OUTPUT NOISE
SPECTRAL DENSITY

VN = scale X VN(fo)
I B = scale X I B(fo) }

any node
or branch

The next step is to remove Is' introduce all
noise generators, and plot the spectral density of
the output noise voltage. The computer can au. tomatically generate appropriate noise for all
lossy elements.
The use of noise current inc accounts for that
component of in which increase as f approaches
fT (f» f/l)'

fo

Ref. 7, 8

f
992
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Output phase noise .r (fm ) is simply the ratio of
output noise. eo(f = fo : fm ). to the output signal
voltage. Vo' subtracting 3 dB for the desired
phase modulation components only:

COMPUTER PREDICTED
PHI~SE NOISE

eo(fm ) = eo(f = fo

dBc

-

HZ

fm )

Unfortunately. this procedure gives no indication
of AM noise performance. However. experience
has shown that the AM noise is often within 3
to 6 dB of the phase noise floor for

-160

(actual)
1KHz 10KHz 100KHz 1MHz f

±

f
«_o_

f
m

m

2QL

993

These two figures show the computer model
and a comparison of predicted results versus
measured data. The computer model was even
more detailed. including parasitic reactances and
e l and in' Small signal S-parameter data were
used to model the transistors.
The discrepancy below 10 kHz is due to SAWR
l/f noise and PLL residual noise. The discrepancy above 100 kHz is due to noise contributions of 4 buffer-limiter stages which were not
modeled; measurements in phase noise floor
with the buffers removed indicate::::: -165 dBc/
Hz (computer suggests -167 dBc/Hz).
The advantages are that we have a precise and
controllable experiment with which to better
understand the "whys" behind the oscillator performance and predict worse case conditions.
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~R

veo

One-port or negative resistance type oscillators
may be handled similarly. The procedure involves modeling the oscillator in the manner applied to two-port oscillators, adding in all noise
generators, and adjusting -R or IS Z1bl.

ANALYSIS
15 216 1 = -3.1 dB

The adjustment of IS Z1bl to achieve better than
40 dB peaking can be automated if an analysis
program has optimization capability. The technique requires searching for a peak near resonance and optimizing IS Z1bl for maximum peaking. It should be kept in mind that fo changes
slightly with IS Z1bl.
SZlb

=

common base

SZI

1072
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_____ Other Noise Mechanisms
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Computer analysis also allows modeling spurious
modes [such as transverse, crossing, and tracking
modes) in a resonator [model or use measured
S-parameter data). The technique consists of repeating the phase noise analysis either near (f01 )
or coincident (£02) with the undesired mode. In
this way, it's possible to see the blooming effect
on phase noise due to degradation in phase
slope for a coincident mode, or phase noise
peaking in the noise floor away from the carrier
due to an adjacent mode that comes within 3 to
6 dB of the loop gain of the desired mode.

AODELLING
SPURIOUS MODES

f

These analyses were computed from a SAWR
oscillator using S-parameter data of the SAWR
which has a transverse mode approximately
200 ppm above the desired mode.

i
CtOSSins Ot Ttansvetse Mode
997

MODELLING
SPUREOUS MODES
Computer
Ptedic1ed
- - - - Deerada1ion
Due 10
Ttansvetse Mode
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A more complicated noise degradation mechanism is low-frequency noise upconverted around
the carrier. Low frequency noise contributors
(l/f base current noise and en or in) may cause
excess emitter current noise in the audio frequency range if no attention is paid to low frequency source impedance and feedback effects.
When the active device is near compression, the
upconversion gain for i. up around the carrier
can be as low as -3 to -9 dB. We can measure
this by injecting a low level current i. into the
emitter:
Audio upconversion gain, Gc• is
i (1 GHz + 1 kHz)
i.(l kHz)
Gc = 20 log·
The phase noise in amplifiers due to low frequ'ency noise in.(fm) is then

.r (f ) =

CONVERTED LO\f1

m

FREOUENCY NOISE

-3 dB

20 log in.(fm)
I.(fo)

+ upconversion gain

and in the oscillator add the peaking
i (f )

ct' (f ) = 20 log n. m

1KHz

m

-4-

~(~)

pm

,I~
~
f
1KHz

-Vee

1GHz

Ge=CONVERSION GAIN
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-3 dB + Gc + 10 log[ 1 + (

2~:fm

rJ

To prevent these problems analyze via computer
the emitter current noise spectral density of the
oscillator and all buffer chains from DC to beyond fo' Typically, the noise floor due to this
mechanism should be 10 dB lower than the
specification limit of that contributed by the
oscillator.
There appears to be at least two kinds of l/f
noise in transistors: (1) upcon verted 1/ f com ponent of base current noise; (2) l/f phase modulation of the RF signal through the transistor.
The reason these components seem separate and
distinct is that component (1) should be level
dependent since it is upconverted by a nonlinear mixing process. Our measurements show
that the l/f PM of active devices remain virtually constant over a significant range of RF
power (from limiting to well inside the linear
active region [small signal]). Also measuring the
l/f base current noise and the upconversion coefficient we find that the actual residual l/f
phase noise of the amplifier is 20 to 30 dB
greater than that predicted by upconversion.
29
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In summary some of the causes of phase noise
in oscillators and what to do about them were
discussed. The effects of resonator Q, resonator
and device l/f noise, and AM-FM conversion on
phase noise were discussed. Oscillator topologies
and active devices were looked at. Coupling to
resonators and coupling to loads and their effects on noise were examined. Methods of measuring and computer modeling the causes of
noise in oscillators were discussed. And lastly,
mention was made of other mechanisms that
can cause noise.

SUMMARY
SPECTRRL PURITY
LOW NOISE OSCILLRTOR DESIGN

R. Reonators
B. Circuits
C. Rc1ive DeVices
D. Matching
E. Measurements
COMPUTER RNRLYSIS
OTHER MECHHNISMS
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Appendix 1

.;t (fm)

=

20 log

L(f )
m

=

~cjJ

narrowband FM approximation

S~(fm)
2

.;t (fm) = S~(fm) - 3 dB} for

~cjJlot.l « 1

In this article we have assumed .;t (fm) = S~(fm) -3 dB everywhere for simplicity. Actually as we approach the carrier. .;t (fm) flattens out:

Reason: .;t (fm) is the power in 1 Hz band centered fm Hz off the carrier
due to PM divided by total signal power. This is what we would see on
a spectrum analyzer with a 1 Hz B.W. if reference level (0 dB) was the
total signal power.
S~(fm)

is the phase spectral density or 20 log ~cjJ2(fm) in the 1 Hz B.W.
Here's a simple example which may clarify:
for
Signal: V(t) = cos (wet

+

~cjJ

> 1 radian

10 sin 21r 103 t or carrier with M = 10 kHz

fm = 1 kHz; {3 = 10 = mod index
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Appendix 1
~

..
Be..el Pow.' > B.

-10 dB

1 kHz
3 kHz
2 kHz
4 kHz

~20

10 kHz

I

I ...
~

dB
ph••• spect,al density

no lidebanda

.
1 kHz

<t>(t) = 10 sin 211" 10 3 t

no harmonics
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
f

offset frequency

=

PAVS

=

10 log Pays + 30 dBm

FM

=

frequency modulation

Po

AM

=

amplitude modulation

CE = common emitter

output power

=

S-

=

scattering parameters

CC = common collector

QL

=

loaded Q

CB

SAW
Pm

=

=

r

surface acoustic wave

power available from source
(resonator) in Watts
.

=

=

common base

reflection coefficient

4> = angle of loop gain
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
Kv = VCO gain: Hz/Volt
T GO

IE

=

group delay

= emitter dc bias current

Ic = collector dc bias current
Ie = emitter AC signal current rms
fo = frequency of oscillation
inc = collector noise current in Arm.! ~
i ne = emitter noise current in Arm.! ~

.t (fm) =

single sideband power in a 1 Hz bandwidth (due to phase noise) referred to
signal power in dBc/Hz (see
Appendix II)

SNR i = signal to noise (1 Hz BW) referred to
input in dB =
10

L(fm):

.t (fm) =

P
FkT

log~

10 log L(fm)

NF = 10 log F = noise figure in dB
F = noise factor
eo

= output noise voltage in volts rms/ y/}h

G = active device gain

rs = source resistance
fT = current gain-bandwidth

Ky (AM/FM) =
Hz/%AM

.t (fm)oL

=

veo

gain due to AM-FM in

open loop phase noise
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